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Headteacher’s Comment 

With the recent glimmer of sunshine, the singing of birds in the morning and the spring-blooming 

flowers peeking through, we are all very excited at Wellesley Park to welcome our children back to 

school on the 8th of March. We will spend the first day settling children back into school routines, 

encouraging friendships and nurturing their well-being. 

As we prepare for our whole school community returning, we recognise for some children and 

families this may cause some anxieties. With this in mind, some useful resources were sent out, via 

email, to support your child's return to school. Please find an additional resource below to support 

your child’s return to school:  https://www.elsa-support.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Back-to-

school-March-update.pdf       

I hope these resources help in supporting your child as they return, but as always please don’t hesitate to get in touch with 

your child's class teacher if you have any concerns.  

Again, I would personally like to thank all the Wellesley Park staff who have worked with me to ensure we are in a position 

to welcome all the children back again. We will, as always, endeavour to adapt and keep you updated.  

We would like to thank everyone in our school community for their continued support throughout this lockdown. Thank you 

also for all your kind gifts; it is all very much appreciated by absolutely everyone and makes a big difference to our morale 

– knowing that we have been so appreciated!  

We are very much looking forward to having our school community back together and are optimistic about times ahead. 

We wish you all a positive and healthy weekend, we can't wait to see you all and return a little bit of normality back to our 

lives!  

With warm wishes, 

Remote Learning Provision 

 

In light of our welcoming all children back to school on Monday 8th March (next week!) we have 

reviewed our remote learning provision to ensure that we still a provide a sensible level of 

remote-learning support.   

We are hopeful that with COVID cases now on the decrease and with our own high standards of 

COVID hygiene around the whole of our school site, remote learning will remain an 'occasional' 

requirement, rather than a daily necessity!   

Therefore, from next week, each year group will provide a clear guide, uploaded to Class Dojo.  This will include a number of 

online resources that will provide and reinforce purposeful retrieval practice, of previously taught content – should your child need 

to self-isolate.   

Should your child be self-isolating for a longer period of time (but well enough to engage with learning activities), then their class 

teacher will be in touch by day 2, to offer further guidance and resources - linked to in-class learning.   

We wish you all a positive and healthy weekend, we can't wait to see you all and return a little bit of normality back to our lives!  



Rapid lateral flow testing for households and bubbles of school pupils and staff 

Central Government has announced that twice-weekly testing using lateral flow tests will be extended to the full 

households with primary, secondary and college age children and young people, including childcare and support bubbles 

to help find more Covid-19 cases and break chains of transmission. 

 

Under the new system, all households with primary and secondary school and college age children, and childcare and 

support bubbles, will be encouraged to start regular twice-weekly testing from 8 March. As with student testing, this is 

encouraged but not mandatory. 

 

A secondary Polymerase Chain Reaction test (PCR) will be required for positive lateral flow tests which are taken at home, 

either through at home PCR testing or at a local PCR testing site. 

 

Central Government has announced that the expanded regular testing offer for people without symptoms will be delivered 

through: 

 

· Testing in-person via workplace testing (Workplace testing) 

· Local Authority Asymptomatic Test Sites (Community Testing) – Test kits have not yet been released centrally, but 

are expected on 15 March at the earliest. 

· Through a new home ordering service – You can find information on this on GOV.UK – https://www.gov.uk/

guidance/rapid-lateral-flow-testing-for-households-and-bubbles-of-school-pupils-and-staff   

 

It is important to note that this expansion in testing is not for children. Secondary pupils will access testing through their 

school, and primary age children should not be tested at this time. 

Police and Crime Commissioner Election – 6th May 2021  

Taunton and West Somerset Council have requested to use Wellesley Park Primary School. Head teachers cannot refuse 

to allow the school to be used as a polling station as ‘The Representation of the People Act’, 1983 empowers the 

Returning Officer to make use of any school as a polling station, if required. Nevertheless, I have raised this with our local 

MP, Rebecca Pow, highlighting the disruption to education that our children have already received as a result of the 

Pandemic and the difficulties that this places on parents with arranging alternative childcare.  

As in December 2019, the Pre-School will be used as the Polling Station and therefore closed for this day. I appreciate that 

this will cause some inconvenience for Pre-School parents, but will minimise educational disruption, for the majority.  

To ensure the safety of everyone, a member of staff from The Castle Partnership Trust will be on patrol at the front gates. 

They will guide voters to the Pre-School and ensure that they leave the school site immediately. This is an extra measure 

that will ensure we safeguard all staff and children whilst they are on site. 

E-Safety Update 

Top Tips for Keeping Children Safe During Lockdown 

Many children will have been spending more time with 

technology during lockdown, and that can be a source of worry. London 

Grid for Learning (LGfL) suggest these six top tips for keeping children 

safe in these circumstances:  

 Don’t worry about screen time; aim for screen quality 

 Check the safety settings are turned on 

 Get your children to show you their apps and games 

 Don’t try to hide the news about coronavirus 

 Remind them of key online safety principles 

 If you aren’t sure, ask! 

 



Safeguarding and  Mobile Phones on School Site.  

Please can we remind all parents/carers and visitors to the school, mobile phones should not be 

used on school premises.  All mobiles phones should be kept out of sight whilst you are within the 

school grounds.   

Thank you for your support with this. 

 

Free School Meal Vouchers  

No further FSM vouchers will now be issued until the 2-week Easter holiday.  During the week of the 29
th
 March, Asda 

vouchers will be sent home to eligible families.   

If you are not currently in receipt of FSM and your circumstances have recently changed, we urge you to apply to see if you 

may now qualify for Free School Meals. Even if your child receives Universal Free School Meals, you may still be entitled 

to receive Income Related Free School Meals, which brings additional benefits.    

Please apply as soon as possible following this link: https://www.somerset.gov.uk/education-and-families/free-school-

meals/#Apply or by requesting an application form from the school office.  Successful applicants should receive notification 

in time to receive the vouchers for the Easter holiday.   

Communicating to School a Positive COVID Test Result 

If you receive a positive COVID test result for your child or a member of your household over the weekend, please text or 

call the school mobile and leave a message giving details.   

The mobile number is 07395 161339 (this phone will only be checked daily). 

 

School Meals 

Please can we remind you that school meals are available to book via ParentPay, up to 31st 

March.  The deadline continues to be on a Tuesday for booking meals for the following week. 

(The deadline for booking meals for next week, w.c 8th March, has therefore now passed).     

Please can you ensure that you book 1 main meal and 1 dessert option only, for each of the 

days you are booking meals.   

Many thanks. 

Policy Updates 

Please note that the following policies have been recently updated/added, and can be found on 

the school website: https://www.wellesleyparkschool.com 

 Alcohol, Drugs & Tobacco Education Policy 

 Privacy Notice - Workforce 

 Primary Appeals Timetable  

 Trust Structure  

 Declarations of Interest  

 



Forest School/Outdoor Learning Update from Miss James - Outdoor Education & Forest School Leader  

Update on our specialist Forest School provision, for: SEMH / Social 

Communication / Motor Skills & Emotional Regulation and our Outdoor 

Learning for All! 

Outdoor Learning Update 

In Gruffalo class, we have been investigating the first signs of spring and looking at patterns in nature. We practised our 

repeating patterns by making crowns and bracelets out of different natural materials we could find outside. 

In Year 1 and 2, we are looking at 2D and 3D shapes! To get us into the shape mood, we 

investigated what shapes we could find around the school grounds! We found lots of 

fantastic shapes – we even found a pentagon, in the shape of a hut, and hexagons, in the 

chicken wire in Forest School. 

In Year 3, we have started an art topic where we will be focusing on the changes and patterns we can see as Spring 

arrives. We have looked at pictures from ‘Me…Jane’ by Patrick Mcdonnell and identified the different techniques he used 

to create the amazing illustrations. We took bark and leaf rubbings using different mediums such as chalk, pastels and 

crayons. 

In Year 4, we have focused on working as a team by playing various team games and problem solving activities. This 

week, we investigated early signs of spring by completing a scavenger hunt. To record what we had found, we studied and 

then sketched some of the signs of Spring such as the beautiful daffodils springing up and the buds appearing on 

branches. We will do another Spring scavenger hunt just before Easter and compare the results.  

In Year 5, this week, we learnt about different states of matter and how these can change when a material is soluble. We 

created different experiments to test the rate of the solubility of different materials such as; salt, sugar, sand, cornflour and 

mud! We had to record our results in a table and discuss our results. We also had a chance to evaluate our experiments 

and suggest how we could be more accurate next time. 

In Year 6, we are focusing on our teambuilding skills. This week, we concentrated on how to communicate as a large 

group through a variety of team games. We had to work together and come up with different strategies to beat the clock or 

get the most treasure. It was a lot of fun and it was interesting the different strategies we came up with. 

Forest School Update 

We have had a fantastic first few weeks back in our new groups. We have started 

with games which put our resilience and perseverance to the test! In one of the 

games, we had to transport recycled bottle lids between two bowls by only using 

two sticks! It really tested our motor skills – even Miss James found it challenging!  

Afterwards, we reflected on how we felt at different points of the game using our 

zones of regulation. We found that when we kept dropping the bottle lids, a lot of 

us felt frustrated, which is yellow zone, but when we kept trying and finally put the 

bottle lid in the bowl, we soon felt happy and proud of ourselves which is in the 

green zone. 

In the mud kitchen station, we had to make the most amazing drink ever using the different ingredients we could find 

around the Forest School. We had some fantastic creations! In the caring for the Forest School station, we did some litter 

picking and filled two bags! This week, we got the spades out and dug up the allotment beds ready to plant different 

vegetables and wild flowers for the bees. We have received a potato growing kit from Grow Your Own Potatoes so we 

planted those this week! In the craft station, we had to practice our patience and motor skills through weaving and they 

turned out amazingly!  

It is lovely to see that all of the groups have bonded together already and are forming close friendships. All the children 

have taken part in various stations and have enjoyed the different activities available.  

Please see the next page for Miss James’ wish list!   

 



Miss James’  

 

We are hoping that you may have these items laying around the house, or shed, collecting dust. . . If you do have 

something and are willing to part with it, could you please donate it to the school for Outdoor Learning and Forest School?  

If you could give it to your child to bring in, we will make sure it is quarantined and sanitised before other children handle it. 

This week’s wish list:  

· Old tea towels. 

· Buckets/storage boxes. 

· Left over wool, string/ribbon. 

· Any plastic or stainless steel kitchen utensils that you no longer need such as 

serving spoons, cake trays, old pans, old herb pots, jugs – please no knives or 

forks!  

· Any plastic cups to drink hot chocolate out of. 

Thank you everyone! 

Our Wellesley Park Value for the term: Resilience 

Pre-school 

We have started off the new term by celebrating World Book week, where the 

children can join in by dressing up as their favourite character.  We have enjoyed 

making Gruffalo crumble! 

We have also been focusing on people that help us, i.e. fire fighters, doctors, vets 

etc. 

The children have been busy with letters and sounds activities, enjoying games such as Silly Soup and the Noisy 

Neighbour! 

We have been developing our creativity skills by making teeth pictures, fire engines out of boxes, bookmarks and more.  

We have also enjoyed some water play. 

We can't wait to welcome most of the children back next week and get our Pre-school back to some normality.  It's been a 

long time coming and we are so excited to see you all. 



Year 1 

We would like to start off by saying a massive well done to all parents and children who 

have been doing their home learning over the last term! We have really enjoyed seeing 

what you have been sending in and we think that you have done an AMZAZING job! 

Having said that, we cannot wait to welcome everybody back next week!  

In English we have begun our new story ‘Monkey See, Monkey Do”. This all began with 

a visit from a rather cheeky monkey in our classroom! The children have enjoyed 

learning the story and have been thinking about subordinating conjunctions as well as 

different story openers and endings.  

In Maths we have been looking at place value with numbers 

to 50, although challenging the children have enjoyed 

exploring bigger numbers, using tens and ones and 

comparing objects and numbers.  

We began our new topic in History—”What is different in 

Wellington from when my Grandparents were my age?”. We 

started off by looking at a timeline and working out which 

decade we were in and counting backwards.  

The children were then fascinated to look at pictures of 

Wellington high street from the 50’s and 60’s. We then began 

to compare and contrast the pictures with what the high 

street looks like today. 

In Science the children have begun to look at the human body and taken a  closer look 

at body parts - as well as an in depth look at the eye and the sense of sight! 

Year 2 

We are super excited about welcoming everyone back next week. We have been so impressed 
with how hard you have all worked during the first two weeks of the second Spring term, both in 
school and at home.  
 
We would also like to take this opportunity to welcome Miss Rogers into Year 2, who will be 
doing her teacher training in Peter Rabbit Class for this term.  
 
In English, we have introduced our new Non-Chronological Report all about dragons. We have 
looked at lots of key features of a report including possessive apostrophes, adverbs, 
generalisers and commas in a list.  We look forward to next week when we will be innovating 
our own reports about dragons.  
 
In Maths, we have introduced our shape topic learning about the names of 2-D and 3-D shapes. 
We have been concentrating on how many sides and vertices 2-D shapes have and looking at 
vertical lines of symmetry.  
 
In History this term, we are looking at two very significant people: Florence Nightingale and 
Mary Seacole. We will be comparing and contrasting their important roles and looking how they 
impacted hospitals in the past.  

 
Lastly, we have a very exciting Science investigation! Each Year 
2 class has a tank full of frogspawn, each week we will be 
observing the changes and finding out about the life cycle of a 
frog.  
 
We are very excited to see you all next week. Well done for all 
your amazing work over the last couple of months. We are 
incredibly proud of you all! 

 



Year 3 

Year 3 have had a very busy couple of weeks! We are loving being back in our 
newly decorated classrooms at WP and the children have settled back in well.  
 
In English so far this term, we have been looking at newspaper articles and 
have enjoyed learning about the 5W questions (Who, What, Where, When, 
Why) that interviewers use, to find out details for their articles. Now we are 
looking at the difference between co-ordinating and subordinating conjunctions 
and are using acronyms to help us remember them (FANBOYS and I SAW A 
WABUB).  
 
In Maths, we have been looking at money, and to help us make this more real (in a time when most people are paying on 
card, so we have forgotten what some coins/notes look like!) we made our own shops to buy things from. The 'customers' 
had to choose some items, pay for them with appropriate coins, and then the 'shop owners' had to give change! It was 
great fun and children at home, as well as in school, enjoyed this activity. 
 
We are so excited to be welcoming everyone back next week and can't wait to see all of their smiley faces! 

Year 4 
 

What a great couple of weeks we have had since we have been back after the February half 

term.  

 

We have started our new Maths topic of area this week and are learning to calculate area by 

counting squares. Multiplication and division topics need to be practised regularly and this is 

something that could be continued at home.  

 

In English, we have been innovating George's marvellous concoction and planning our own 

losing tale. We are enjoying our new book the Butterfly Lion by Michael Morpurgo in Read as a 

Reader and have had some good discussions about how the author creates specific 

atmospheres.  

 

In Science, we are looking at states of matter and the children have found out how particles 

behave in solids, liquids and gases and we will be finding out how states can change to 

another state. In DT, our topic is healthy eating and we have researched a food pyramid to tell 

us what types of food we should eat more of and those we should limit.  

 

In PE, we have taken on the challenge of the Daily Mile and the children have amazed us with 

their enthusiasm for running. We are also learning how to play Kwik Cricket and enjoyed 

playing rugby with Miss Pinch on St. David's day.  

 

We are very much looking forward to having everyone back in next week and can't wait to see everyone.  
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Year 5 
 

A big hello from Year 5. We cannot wait to see everyone next week and we are particularly looking forward to our move to 
IKB, which happens on Monday 8th. 
 
The Year 5 children have been working hard recently in Maths, exploring fractions. The children have been converting 
fractions into whole numbers, converting mixed fractions and also mixed numbers and fractions - very tricky stuff. Here is a 
photo of us creating fraction strips to help us find fractions that are equal to each other. The children really enjoy the 
practical side of the work. 
 
In English, we have come to the end of our 'Tale of fear' story writing. The children both at home and school have produced 
some fantastic stories and through using the writer's checklist we created together, were able to create some fabulous 
atmospheres full of suspense. Next week we will be moving on to looking at Non-Chronological reports.  
 
In Science, we have been looking at the properties of materials and been sorting these materials. Next week we will be 
exploring soluble and insoluble materials and carryout out a fair test. 
PE has been great fun as you can see from out photos. We have been practising some of our gymnastic moves - who 
knew we would all find pointing our toes so tricky! We discussed symmetrical and asymmetrical body positions and worked 
together to create a short sequence.  

 



Year 6 

 
Year 6 are really excited to see the return of all the children on Monday 8th March 2021 - we 
can't wait! In maths, we have begun our topic of measure and the children have been getting to 
grips with conversion. In English, we are at the final stage of our Newspaper report and the 
children have written their independent reports on news items of their choice - the range is 
amazing!  
 
In Geography, we have continued our learning about the diverse continent of Africa, and this 
has linked to our learning in History which has now moved on to the Slave Trade. As part of our 
Physical education offering we have introduced the Daily Mile 3 times per week - Year 6 have 
loved this and enjoyed working at their own pace to walk or run for 10minutes and log the laps 
they have completed. This will continue for the rest of the year.  
 
In Guided Reading, we have been continuing our VIPERS work on short stories and are 
currently analysing the fantastic short story - The Cave. The children have carried out some 
excellent inference and prediction work over the last few weeks in their reading - we have been 
so impressed! 
 
To finish, just a few reminders for next week, could the children please bring their yellow 
reading records with them along with their current reading book, their P.E. Kits and any work 
which they wish to share with us as a class - there has been some fantastic learning at home! 
Have a wonderful weekend everyone and get an early night on Sunday!  


